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Building process validation5
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A range of possible applications

 Monitoring the structural integrity of the building: The structural integrity and "internal weather" of the building can be monitored by the

chip and sensors built into the walls. The data is then injected into the blockchain (anonymously and cryptographically) so that the

inhabitant of the place (only him) can access it. It can also grant the right to read this data to the applications of its choice or grant a

one-off reading right to an organization of its choice (insurer for example).

 Energy Storage / Production: Printed walls can incorporate energy storage (or production) technology.

 Forgery-proof proof of ownership: The owner(s) and the inhabitant of the building are registered in the blockchain, each with access to

part of the registered data (balance between intelligent transparency and respect for privacy) and monitored data.

 Biometric entry or key 2.0: The inhabitant can pair an RFID object, his smartphone, his fingerprint etc... to the chip embedded in the wall,

allowing him to enter his home without necessarily having to use a standard key.

 Smart and connected home: Beyond home automation, the chip allows all equipment to be interconnected and operated in synergy.

We can also imagine applications with "intelligent" algorithms that adapt to external / internal habits or contexts. All this is only accessible

and controllable by the inhabitants of the area, the blockchain guarantees respect for privacy.

 Enhanced Security: Our technology can also improve building security by interconnecting connected objects and crossing / interpreting

their data. We can also imagine that in case of intrusion probability calculated by an application, a notification is sent to us to validate

the fact that it is not "us" (forgetting the keys?). On the notification, a button could make it possible to alert the authorities and transmit to

them (with our agreement by checking each data via the application) the collected data: cameras, proximity sensors, thermal sensors,

even a real-time scan of the house via Wifi waves (option only activable by the inhabitant when he is in connection with the authorities in

the event of intrusion for example) allowing to follow the intruder in the building. It is still conceivable that the intelligent building could

place a sensor on the intruder, allowing authorities to find him once he has left the premises.

 Home deliveries: Home deliveries can also be optimized, with a box integrated into the structure, the driver or drone applies his RFID

identifier (via an object provided by his delivery company for example) against the one of the building, puts the package in the box,

then re-scan the chip after closing the box. The resident then validates the integrity of the package via an application.
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A range of possible applications

 Simplification of emergency handling: In the event of an alert by the resident of the competent services (fire brigade, ambulance, etc.)

via application to manage an emergency at home, the door is unlocked until the resident leaves / evacuates or until one of the fire

brigades affixes his badge on the chip, for example. Useful if the state or context does not allow you to open the door.

 Purchases, rentals, etc.: It will be possible to simplify collective purchases of real estate, the sharing of rent by the owners of the building

concerned. The same applies to rentals, lease-accessions (the more rents paid by the tenant, the more a "discount" is offered to him if he

wants to buy the property he occupies), co-living, "air-bnb" or even real estate auctions.

 Real estate financing and construction sites: It will be possible to finance the construction of individual housing, community hamlets

(participatory housing), private or public buildings. The follow-up of the building sites will be facilitated and optimized, at the end of each

intervention of a workforce, it announces it to the blockchain by scanning the RFID chip, when the next workforce intervenes it validates

or not the work of the previous team. The financing money can also be blocked in the blockchain until final validation, automatically

triggering payment to the company concerned, everything is fixed in advance and automated, no unpleasant surprises.

 Shared appartments and shared buildings: We can also imagine an application that facilitates exchanges and the management of

shared buildings: real-time discussion service, task allocation, note-taking, voting for decision-making, etc. We can also imagine a similar

application for collocations and adapted to the ages of co-tenants (especially for elderly people who choose to live in a group rather

than in a “hospital structure”).

 Insurance: We can also design a system to facilitate work and exchanges with real estate insurers, the customer could send via a button

in his application, the data relating to housing (surface, insulation, security etc.) to his insurer so that the file is filled almost automatically,

with reliable information from the blockchain. In the event of material damage related to an incident, the resident may also send the

insurer the data from the sensors that attest to the incident.

 Guarantees, inventory, debt collection: It is possible to design an integrated solution that would facilitate the granting of a guarantor

when there is none (see unkle project), or the creation of unforgeable entry and exit inventories via the blockchain (see weproov

project), or even to automate the collection of real estate receivables (see reasolve project).

 And beyond: We can imagine extending it further, for example to roads and public works, incorporating the collection of statistics.
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Example of collective financing and 

ownership with C3D's future building
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Multiple investors finance the construction

By buying Construction Tokens of the building

They are collective owners of the building

They share the monthly rent for the building

Depending of how many Tokens they own

They can sell their Tokens whenever they want

And thus can make profit if the Token market price rise



Strategic concept of the partnership9
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Roadmap

2020 2021 2022 2022 and beyond

Platform try-outs with links between 

the additive manufacturing process, 

its sensors and (BIM)-models in order 

to allow for real time follow-up and 

linking to other processes. First proof-

of-concept with validation schemes 

for material testing and links to 

certificates.

Extended proof-of-concept for 

materials testing and first 

experiments with broader 

process validation based on 

(simplified) BIM-models. 

Availability of the Investment 

Tokens. Initialization of collective 

financing of construction 

projects and shared properties, 

shared rents. In the longer term, 

this system can be extended to 

all areas of real estate, whether 

printed or not, new or existing

Business model with 

associated and new 

partners for integrating the 

material testing validation 

chains in existing certifying 

actions. Preparation of 

further roll-out for processes. 

Visualization on the 

platform with blockchain 

database (buildings, 

transactions, etc.). 

Mise en disponibilité 

progressive des applications 

(web, smartphone, tv, tablettes 

…) utilisant les données 

récoltées dans la blockchain. 

La blockchain permet de 

compartimenter et crypter ces 

données afin de ne rendre 

visibles et utilisables que celles 

qui concerne l’usager 

relativement à son rôle 

(habitant, propriétaire, état…). 
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